Eyecon Testimonials

We own 10 Eyecons among our eight stores. I wouldn’t operate a pharmacy without one!

*Michael Schwartzwald, Guide Point Pharmacy*

I purchased the Eyecon in 2010 and realized it **saved me about 3 hours per day**!

*Ken Rogers, Stone Plaza Pharmacy*

Unbelievable machine! We have a competing product that rarely gets used do to its unreliability. Definitely the best bang for the buck.

*Matt Church, M&S Pharmacy*

The first day of our trial period we were able to **prevent three NDC fill errors**, so we were sold!

*Terry Forshee, Cherokee Pharmacy*

The Eyecon has enabled our pharmacies to **decrease wait times** while increasing accuracy. There isn't another piece of technology that has made a bigger difference in our pharmacy workflow in the last 10 years!

*Greg Paisley, Shrivers Pharmacies*

The Eyecon pill counter has taken on an importance equivalent to my robot with accurate counting. With bar code scanning, **you know you are counting the correct medication**, and it is uncannily accurate almost immediately.

*Mac Wilhoit, Mac's Pharmacy*